Polarized beta-emitting nuclei are valuable probes to study HF fields of materials by applying β-NMR technique. For efficient and precise studies, it is necessary to prepare beta-emitting nuclei with large nuclear polarization and high purity. In case of proton-rich β-emitting nuclei, it is expected that charge exchange reaction would have an advantage to reduce contaminations to realize high purity. In the previous study [1] , nuclear polarization of proton-rich β-emitting nuclei 28 P was produced through charge exchange reaction at E=100 MeV/u. According to observed nuclear polarization and momentum distribution, it was suggested that two different reaction mechanisms, knockout and pickup-abrasion process, would contribute to polarization phenomena in charge exchange reaction.
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In the present study, nuclear polarization of 28 P was produced though charge exchange reaction 28 Si+ 9 Be at E=100 MeV/u by selecting longitudinal momentum (p L ) and ejecting angle. Produced nuclear polarization was observed as β-ray asymmetry (AP) by applying β-NMR technique. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , observed AP shows remarkable p L dependence. At higher p L , where knockout process would be dominant to include the primary peak of p L distribution shown in Fig. 1(b) , small AP was observed. At lower p L , where pickup-abrasion process would be dominant, AP shows drastic increase. In addition, transverse momentum (p T ) distribution of 28 P was observed as angular distribution. The dispersion of p T distribution (σ T ) increases at lower p L . This behavior supports p L dependent contribution of two reaction mechanisms to nuclear polarization phenomena. 
